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and Cause of Death
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Abstract

Gender inequalities in longevity/mortality are a major area of research since the
1970s. Despite substantial insights, the questions posed and the research strategies
used are still in a state of flux. In the present paper we shed some light on the question,
to which extent socioeconomic variables determine the gender gap in mortality for
important causes of death. Thereby we specifically focus on behavior-related causes
of death. We follow an ecological approach based on aggregated mortality data from
Austria both at the community and the district level covering the time period 1969
- 2004. By using weighted regression analysis (panel fixed effects, pooled and cross
section) we find that higher income levels reduce male mortality in most causes of
death (including malignant neoplasms and diseases of the circulatory system), while
this indicator appear to be insignificant for female mortality in these causes. This
indicates that the decreasing effect of the higher socioeconomic status on mortality
might be canceled out by a

”
gender role equalization“ effect for women due to the

adoption of unhealthy life styles (e.g. smoking). This finding is also confirmed by
the fact that female mortality does not decrease with increasing income levels for
smoking-related diseases, ischaemic heart disease and lung cancer. Thus, our results
suggest that the decreasing female mortality advantage is mainly caused by increased
smoking among women, while in the case of alcohol, violence and accidents the gender
equalization seems to work in the opposite direction. In a nutshell, we conclude that
the examination of the gender-specific mortality rates and mortality gaps without a
disaggregation between different causes of death might mask important patterns of
the epidemiological transition and the underlying drivers.
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1 Introduction

Since the Second World War mortality in Europe underwent substantial transformations.

Until the mid of the 1980s a continuous decrease in the mortality level was accompanied by

(i) a widening gender gap in life expectancy in favour of women, (ii) the convergence of life

expectancy between states and (iii) an epidemiological transition leading to changes in the

mortality structure. More recent data show further increases in life expectancy on average,

but signs of divergence in life expectancy between states and a decrease in the gender gap

in mortality. These changes were accompanied by fundamental changes in life style, social

and economic relationships, the educational level, family roles and employment. The

observed epidemiological changes and their interaction with socioeconomic variables have

attracted the interest of various scientific disciplines. Thereby the female advantage in

mortality/life expectancy is one important dimension (for literature reviews and empirical

evidence see Kalben 2002, Case/Deaton 2003, Case/Paxson 2004, Cutler/Meara 2001,

Cutler et al. 2006, Trovato/Lalu 2005, Trübswetter/Klasen 2007, Waldron 1986, Waldron

2000 or Zielonke 2007). Summing up, we are able to identify three main approaches in

the literature dealing with the gender mortality gap, namely (i) biological-genetic, (ii)

environmental-behavioral and (iii) economic.

Biological-genetic differences can influence the gender gap in mortality either directly or

indirectly. There exist various biological-genetic theories to explain the mortality gap

such as the role of the X-chromosomes, androgens, estrogens and progestins, iron over-

load, natural selection etc. (for an overview see Kalben 2002 or Luy 2002). To isolate

the biological-genetic effect from the behavioral-environmental factors different empirical

approaches have been used, such as empirical evidence from animals (see Kalben 2002),

examinations of differences in prenatal and neonatal mortality between female and male

foetus and babies (see Sahn/Stifel 2002 and Siow/Zhu 2002) or studies of groups of the

population with similar behavioral-environmental determinants, such as nuns and monks

(see, for instance, Luy 2003). Overall, it seems clear that biological variables explain the

gender mortality gap to some extent; however, the observed changes in the life expectancy

gap can hardly be substantiated by biological factors alone.

Behavioral-environmental approaches focus on the role of working conditions, social roles,

environmental behavior, political and civil rights a. s. o. A wide array of studies try to

explain mortality differences by consumption behavior, in particular by highlighting the

role of smoking (see Pampel 2002, Boback 2003, Valkonen/Poppel 1997, Preston/Wang

2005 among others), alcohol and accidents (Pampel 2001).

There are only a few papers which apply economic approaches to explain the gender gap

in mortality/longevity. Within these approaches longevity basically is the result of the
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(optimal) amount of investment in life extension (for the basic model see Galor/Weil 1996).

To account for differences in the embedment of the optimization different models are used.

In this line of research, Klasen (1998) developed an intra-household resource allocation

model to explain the excess female mortality during the Early German Development 1740

- 1860. Felder (2006) studied the gender longevity gap in Switzerland by applying different

utility functions for singles and couples.

Previous research on the gender gap in mortality predominantly focused on the relation-

ship between socioeconomic variables and overall mortality rates. Studies on the effect

of these variables on mortality rates broken down by cause of death are rare. As far as

overall mortality rates are concerned, previous research based on ecological approaches

(for an extended literature review see Gächter et al. 2010) indicated that lower mortality

rates correlate directly with (i) a higher socioeconomic status and higher income, (ii) the

strength of social (familial) networks, (iii) the share of immigrants in a community/region,

and (iv) the homogeneity of the population in a community/region. Moreover, (v) men

show a stronger sensitivity than women to changes/differences in the socioeconomic envi-

ronment (implying that the male mortality disadvantage decreases with improving living

conditions), and finally, (vi) the influence of socioeconomic variables on the gender mor-

tality gap also depends on the corresponding ’gender gaps’ in these variables.

Koskinen and Martelin (1994) argue that the socioeconomic mortality gradient varies by

causes of death, and thus, that the differences in the sensitivity of mortality rates by

gender could be restrained to specific death causes. Their results are confirmed by the

study of Mackenbach et al. (1999). They analyzed mortality data from the US, Finland,

Norway, Italy, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Estonia and conclude that the larger

socioeconomic inequalities in total mortality among men as compared to women is largely

due to sex differences in the cause-of-death pattern. Jemal et al. (2008) examined the

effect of education on cause-specific and total mortality in the three largest ethnic groups

in the US. They find that low educational attainment (as a marker for the socioeconomic

status) is strongly correlated with higher death rates. Despite their interesting results

on the effect of education on mortality rates (distinguishing between different ethnicities

and death causes), no further control variables are included in their estimations. Conti

et al. (2003), by examining gender differentials in life expectancy in Italy from 1970 to

1997, conclude that the slight reduction of the gender differential since 1980 seems to

be the result of the recent adoption of unhealthy life styles by women together with an

opposite process run by young men towards healthier behavior. Similarly, Spijker et al.

(2007) conducted an analysis on the gender gap in mortality in the Netherlands, using data

from 40 regions with a median size of about 300.000 inhabitants. Following the study by

Waldron (2000), the study tries to identify behavioral, socioeconomic and gender specific
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factors to explain the gender mortality gap. Their study also offers a disaggregation of

death causes, albeit only to a limited extent. By using lung cancer as a proxy for smoking,

they show that smoking plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the

gender gap in mortality. However, other socioeconomic variables, such as employment,

education and gender roles, also appeared significant in the estimations, albeit a consistent

pattern of causality between those variables and both male and female mortality rates

could not be identified. Strand and Kunst (2006) use data from Norway to show the

influence of the socioeconomic status during childhood on adult health, distinguishing

both by gender and cause of death. They find that a low childhood socioeconomic position

is associated with increased mortality for most causes of death, except for breast cancer.

Interestingly, for suicide in women, a low socioeconomic status during childhood was even

protective. Moreover, adult socioeconomic position accounted for the associations for total

mortality and most causes of death. Wong et al. (2006) investigated the contribution

of specific causes of death to the sex difference in premature mortality, measured by

years of potential life lost (YPLL). They conclude that YPLL from all causes are greater

among men than women, while the largest contributors to the sex difference in YPLL

were traumatic deaths due to violence and risk related factors (including homicide, motor

vehicle accidents and suicide), cardiovascular disease, and lung cancer, accounting for as

much as three-quarters of the excess YPLL among men. Overall, previous research work to

some extent lacks in systematically linking cause-specific mortality data to socioeconomic

characteristics simultaneously. Thus, it is difficult to derive comprehensive conclusions for

the effect of the socioeconomic environment on cause- and gender-specific mortality rates

from these studies.

In the following study, we want to reduce some of these shortcoming by offering an analysis,

which is mainly explorative. We study the simultaneous influence of various socioeconomic

variables on mortality broken down by sex and cause of death. We subsequently compare

these results with the findings on overall mortality differentiated by sex. The characteriza-

tion
”
explorative“ is valid in several respects. From a conceptual point of view, individual

differences in the health status are influenced (i) by individual characteristics (ii) by the

level and structure of individual characteristics at an aggregate level (f. e. local commu-

nity, region, state) and (iii) by contextual factors at an aggregate level (see Diez Roux

1998). This would call for multilevel theories and multilevel data sets for studying gender

differences in disease specific mortality rates. Both preconditions are only met to a very

limited extend, leaving space for reduced form approaches and one level data sets. We are

aware of the objection of Kruger and Nesse (2004) against such approaches. They argue

that
”
more pieces of data would perhaps slightly improve prediction, but no amount of

data can substitute for a theoretical framework that can join all the pieces of the puzzle

together. Reports of sex differences in mortality rates and factors that influence them
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provide only a descriptive explanation. A causal explanation for sex differences in mor-

tality must be based on an understanding of how sex differences were shaped by natural

selection, and how those differences interact with environmental factors to create observed

patterns and variations“ (Kruger/Nesse 2004, p. 75). The data basis for our dependent

and independent variables are aggregated data at the local level from 2377 Austrian com-

munities and 118 districts. Thus, our study stands out both due to its two-level design

(by using data at the local community as well as the district level) and the detailed de-

composition of mortality rates by gender and main causes of death. Additionally, we

particularly focus on the diseases which are assumed to be behavior-related to a high ex-

tent (for details see the next section). Moreover, our data set offers a panel structure of

four (two) periods at the district (community) level, giving more comprehensive insights

into the linkages between socioeconomic variables and mortality than earlier studies by

being able to control for unobserved variables. We are aware of the diverse problems of

aggregated data in this context. The regional entities for our data sets are not homogenous

as their borderlines are not drawn by research related criteria. In addition, there might

exist spatial autocorrelation. While our results cannot be assigned to mortality risks for

individuals, the considerable variations between communities both in mortality rates and

socioeconomic conditions, however, can nevertheless be helpful to identify important de-

terminants of disease specific mortality rates, both for males and females. Furthermore,

we are aware of the possibly raised problems caused by the disconnection between the level

of analysis and the level of inference (see, for instance, Sheppard 2003, Diez-Roux 1998 or

Greenland/Morgenstern 1989). However, we take account of this
”
ecological bias“ prob-

lem by applying a two-level approach. By doing so, we basically follow the suggestion by

Robert (1999) who proposed to
”
include information about self-defined communities or at

least purposefully delineate community boundaries to more closely match the theoretical

constructs being tested“ (p. 509).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section two explains the data set. The

main findings are presented in section three. Finally, section four draws some conclusions.

2 Data

2.1 Dependent Variables

We extracted sex-specific Standardized Mortality Rates (SMR) for the 2377 communities

and 118 districts1 using information from the Atlas of Mortality in Austria by Causes of

1Following the NUTS-classification the local community level is LAU2. There were minor changes in
the number of the local communities within the observation period due to unification movements. We
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Death (Statistik Austria 2007). Official death records include information on the place of

residence, age, sex and cause of death. This information is combined with the results of the

population census (1971, 1981, 1991 and 2001) to calculate the corresponding SMR.2 To

minimize the problems of small numbers, mortality cases sorted by age, gender and cause

of death are aggregated for longer time periods. At the district level seven-year periods

around the population census years 2001(1998-2004), 1991 (1988-94), 1981 (1978-84) as

well as a five-year period for the 1971 census (1969-73) were used. At the community

level, due to their smaller size, even longer periods were used, namely 16 years for the first

period (1969-84) and 17 years for the second period (1988-2004). For the interpretation

of our data this approach means, that we rely on
”
trend-information“, which is planished

from short-run effects. The difference in the age structure between regions and between

different time periods is accounted for by age-standardization.3

To investigate the effect of socioeconomic variables on cause-specific mortality rates, we

use the five main causes of death for our regression analysis, namely

adjusted for these changes in our data. Vienna is counted as 23 local communities mirrowing the districts
in Vienna. In the Austrian political system local communities act as agents in the administration of public
functions of the central state and the provinces and fulfill several task self-governed. The mean population
of the communities is 3373, the median is 1575 (in period two).

Districts are geographically separated jurisdictions below the NUTS3-level and above the LAU1-level.
Their only purpose is to act as agents of the central state and the provinces within the administration of
public policy, they are without any legislative authority.

Local communities and districts are traditional units of the official statistics in Austria in various fields,
nowadays at least partially substituted and complemented by the NUTS-classification. On both levels of
aggregation we are confronted and aware of the different

”
boundary problems“ of regional epidemiologic

analysis. See Diez Roux 1998, Flowerdey et al. 2008.
2For each death case the registrar must formulate a death certificate which is to be filled in by the

coroner stating the cause of death. This death certificate must then be forwarded to Statistics Austria,
where these data are centrally processed and codified. The data files on deaths cover all those persons listed
in the resident population who have died in Austria. From an international perspective the documentation
of deaths and also of death causes in Austria is pretty good.

3In the case of our data set, the method of direct standardization was used. More precisely, the
age-specific death rates were broken down into five-year age group intervals for each gender and region.
Subsequently, they were applied to the corresponding age group of the standard population, providing
the expected number of deaths for the standard population. By summing these expected numbers of
death by age group and dividing them by the total standard population, we obtain the SMR, which allow
comparisons of mortality rates across regions as well as between periods. The same standard population
(WHO-European standard) was employed for all analyzed periods. In the case of communities, the method
of indirect standardization was applied. This method weights the age-specific reference rates with the
age structure of the investigated population (instead of the WHO-European standard population) and
calculates the expected number of deaths within a community. Subsequently, the SMR is then calculated
by the ratio of observed to expected death incidences, as explained above. However, as the study population
at the community level was chosen gender-specific (the gender-specific SMR in the community relative to
the gender-specific average of the whole population), these SMR are not appropriate to compare mortality
rates of males and females. Thus, we calculated ratios of the SMR to the gender-specific average by
dividing the SMR by the national average by gender. Thereby we get comparable mortality rates for males
and females and are able to calculate the gender mortality gap at the community level as well. For details
about the method of direct standardization of SMR see Statistik Austria (2007).
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• malignant neoplasms (contributing 26.53% to overall mortality),

• diseases of the circulatory system (45.78%),

• diseases of the respiratory system (5.09%),

• diseases of the digestive system (5.04%), and

• injury and poisoning (6.97%).

These main causes add up to 89.42% of total mortality, leaving 10.58% to all other causes

(values are given for an average of the two last periods, namely 1988-94 and 1998-2004).

In addition to the main causes mentioned above, we separate the mortality by important

underlying risk factors in order to get an idea about the influence of behavioral factors on

the gender mortality gap, namely

• transport accidents,

• ischaemic heart diseases,

• alcohol related diseases,

• lung cancer, and

• smoking related diseases.

The classification of these risk factors (ICD-10-Codes are reported in Tables 1 and 2 )

is included in the official mortality data in Austria, based on information from death

certificates reported by physicians.

Table 1 gives an overview of the shares of the (main) causes contributing to overall mor-

tality and the differences of death causes by gender (country-wide average of the mortality

data of the two last periods, namely 1988-94 and 1998-2004). While the shares of malig-

nant neoplasms on total mortality only differ slightly between genders, the higher share

of diseases of the circulatory system (48.38%) on female mortality compared to male mor-

tality (43.56%) is remarkable. However, this higher share must not be mixed up with

mortality rates, as the male/female mortality ratios for the same cause of death amounts

to 1.51. Thus, although more females die due to diseases of the circulatory system, mor-

tality is still higher for men (because men die younger on average). The second interesting

difference can be observed for deaths due to injury and poisoning, which is a death cause

with strong behavioral dimensions. As expected, the share is higher for male mortality

than for female. As shown in Table 1, the male/female mortality ratio is always larger

than one for all selected causes, indicating that females have a mortality advantage in all
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Table 1: Causes of death selected for the study
ICD-10-Code Overall Males Females M/F ratio

Malignant neoplasms C00-C97 26.53 27.13 26.71 1.67
Diseases of the circulatory system I00-I99 45.78 43.56 48.38 1.51
Diseases of the respiratory system J00-J99 5.09 5.93 4.59 2.22
Diseases of the digestive system K00-K93 5.04 5.34 4.32 2.14
Injury and poisoning V01-Y89 6.97 8.26 4.68 2.79
Other causes — 10.58 9.79 11.32 1.37

Transport accidents* V01-V99 1.67 2.00 1.03 3.28
Ischaemic heart diseases* I20-I25 19.97 21.10 18.75 1.94
Alcohol related diseases* see notes 11.26 13.70 7.16 3.07
Lung cancer* C33-C34 5.01 6.47 3.23 3.99
Smoking related diseases* see notes 39.12 41.80 36.20 1.96

Notes: Causes of death selected for the study as a percentage of total mortality, and the male to
female mortality ratio, Austria 1988-2004. Main causes of death are written in bold and sum up to
100% in total. Causes selected with * are no main causes, but were selected for the study to obtain
results on behavioural aspects of mortality rates. Alcohol-related diseases ecompass the ICD-10-Codes
C15, C32, F10, K70, K73,K74, K76, V00-V99, W00-W99, X00-X99, Y00-Y99, while smoking-related
diseases include the ICD-10-Codes C00-C14, C32-C34, C15, I20-I25, I60-I69, J40-J47.

observed causes of death. However, the ratios differ quite strongly. While the ratio is

moderate for malignant neoplasms (1.67) and diseases of the circulatory system (1.51), in-

juries and poisoning (2.79) exhibits the highest M/F ratio among the main causes of death.

Regarding the remaining death causes, the gender differences are even stronger. More pre-

cisely, lung cancer exhibits the highest ratio (3.99), followed by transport accidents (3.28)

and the broader category of alcohol related diseases (3.07). Thus, as expected, the gender

differences are more distinctive in behavioral-related death causes. At first sight, this con-

firms the biological-behavioral approach by Carey and Lopreto (1995), who explain the

excess male mortality particularly by causes associated with violence (such as accidents),

alcohol and smoking.
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Table 2: Change of Male/Female Mortality Rates and Ratios by Causes of Death
Period 1969-1973 1978-1984 1988-1994 1998-2004
Variable Males Females M/F Ratio Males Females M/F Ratio Males Females M/F Ratio Males Females M/F Ratio

Malignant neoplasms 288.67 186.33 1.55 281.44 170.61 1.65 266.18 160.43 1.66 232.27 138.90 1.67
Diseases of the circulatory system 674.84 476.45 1.42 644.59 421.83 1.53 498.45 326.83 1.53 372.94 251.63 1.48
Diseases of the respiratory system 118.06 59.62 1.98 77.93 36.67 2.12 56.32 24.32 2.32 50.75 23.89 2.12
Diseases of the digestive system 101.35 50.43 2.01 87.06 39.19 2.22 64.09 28.91 2.22 45.74 22.49 2.03
Injury and poisoning 150.63 60.88 2.47 127.74 49.32 2.59 92.86 34.34 2.70 70.72 24.33 2.91
Other causes 166.74 116.95 1.43 108.67 79.55 1.37 80.83 61.06 1.32 83.81 58.87 1.42
Transport accidents 60.67 16.08 3.77 42.11 11.32 3.72 27.14 8.15 3.33 17.15 5.36 3.20
Ischaemic heart diseases 278.46 159.97 1.74 264.54 125.23 2.11 220.60 109.06 2.02 180.70 97.50 1.85
Alcohol related diseases 212.87 75.92 2.80 191.04 64.95 2.94 149.82 49.75 3.01 117.28 37.23 3.15
Lung cancer 75.41 9.32 8.09 74.44 11.44 6.51 67.03 13.86 4.84 55.42 16.81 3.30
Smoking related diseases 610.96 346.05 1.77 563.27 285.09 1.98 450.70 224.41 2.01 357.89 188.28 1.90

Notes: Male and female mortality rates and corresponding ratios for the causes of death selected for the study.
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Table 2 reports the male/female mortality ratios and their development over the four

periods and reveals several interesting patterns. While the ratio is continuously decreasing

over time for transport accidents and lung cancer, a reversed trend is observable for

injury, poisoning and alcohol related diseases. The remaining causes mostly feature a

peak in one of the two mid-periods, which fits with the well-known development of the

overall gender gap in mortality (in Western countries). There we observe increasing

rates until the mid-1980s and decreasing gender gaps since the mid-1990s. At first sight,

one could conclude that the increasing equalization of gender roles leads to converging

mortality rates for some causes, including lung cancer and transport accidents, while this

is not the case for other causes of death. Thus, an analysis considering socioeconomic

determinants of cause-specific mortality could reveal interesting insights.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2 (Appendix), the resulting gender mortality gap (overall

mortality) is almost normally distributed. Moreover, we observe a negative gender gap

(and thus, a male mortality advantage) in only 22 out of 2377 communities. Interestingly,

the standard deviations for the gender mortality gap in malignant neoplasms and diseases

of the circulatory system is much higher than for the remaining main causes of death (as

shown in the
”
wider“ distributions in Figure 2).

2.2 Independent Variables

Subsequently, we give an overview of our explanatory variables and how they are cal-

culated. Due to the explorative character of our study we do not present theory based

hypotheses and previous empirical findings on the shape of these relationships.

• Social and familial attachments: To investigate the effects of different familial

networks, we consider the following variables from the census, namely

– the average number of people living in a household,

– the share of one-person households,

– the share of households comprising a couple with children,

– the share of households comprising a couple without children, where the woman

is 40 or older,

– the share of single-households with children,

– the average number of children per family,

– the average birth rate per woman, age-standardized,

– the share of divorced women, in percent of the ever married, and
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– the share of female singles, age 40-59.

As expected, we observe a high correlation between those dimensions. Thus, a

principal component analysis seems to be appropriate to combine the various char-

acteristics into one single variable. As we included nine variables in our analysis,

and the eigenvalue of the first factor amounts to 6.29, the resulting factor explains

approximately 70% of the total variance. Factor loadings are reported in Table 10

(Appendix). Average household size, couple with children, the average number of

children per family and the age-standardized number of births per woman are neg-

atively correlated with the factor, while the remaining variables mentioned above

influence the factor in the reverse direction, namely one-person households, couples

without children, singles with children, the share of divorced women and the share

female singles in the age between 40 and 59. To sum up, traditional family struc-

tures including a couple with children or more people living in a household exercise

a negative influence on the factor. On the contrary, one-person households, cou-

ples without children, singles with children and a higher share of divorced or single

women increase the resulting factor. By reversing the factor (multiplying it by -1)

we are able to interpret the resulting variable as
”
Social and familial attachments“,

with increasing values of the factor indicating a higher level of social attachments

and familial solidarity (for a similar approach see Anson 2003).

At the districts level, we apply the same method to calculate our measure for social

and familial attachments within a region. While the factor analysis yield qualita-

tively the same result compared to the community level (not shown), we only used

eight variables, as the average birth rate per woman was not available for the first

period at the district level (1971). Despite of that minor difference between the two

geographical levels in terms of calculation of the variable we do not expect any dif-

ference in terms of interpretation, as we try to measure a single dimension of social

and familial attachments in both cases.

• Level of education: To measure the impact of education on mortality, we con-

sider five groups of educational levels. To calculate an average education level, we

multiplied the numbers of persons in each group with the corresponding level of

education, and divided the sum of the subgroups by the population above 15 years,

as indicated in equation (1),

Edu =

∑

5

L=1
POPL ∗ L

POP15

(1)

where L corresponds to the level of education, POPL is the population in each
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subgroup, and POP15 is the overall population above 15 years. The factors used

for the education level were (1) compulsory school, (2) apprenticeship or secondary

education, (3) higher school certificate (general qualification for university entrance),

(4) an additional education after this school-leaving certificate (e.g. a polytechnic

education or a college) excluding university education, and finally (5) a university

degree or equivalent.4 Thus, we get an index measuring the average educational level,

(theoretically) ranging from 1 to 5 within regions where increasing values indicate a

higher level of education, respectively. Subsequently, the same method was applied

to gender-specific educational levels.

• Education heterogeneity: To measure inequality in socioeconomic variables

within a community or district, we calculated the standard deviation of the edu-

cational level, corrected for the average level of education in each region. More

precisely, we calculated the education heterogeneity variable by

Hedu =

√

∑

5

L=1
(L − µ)2 ∗ sL

µ
(2)

where L corresponds to the educational level (ranging from 1 to 5), µ is the average

educational level within the community, and sL is the share of the subgroup (by edu-

cational level) in the population older than 15. At the district level we use a slightly

different methodology, as we use the mean of the above calculated education het-

erogeneity across communities as an explanatory variable (as we think that districts

are too heterogeneous to apply the same methodology as used for the community

level).

• Work participation rate: Depending on the estimation, we use overall, gender-

specific and/or the gap in the participation rate as explanatory variables.

• Population origins: As we are able to distinguish between the share of immigrants

from Turkey or former Yugoslavia, and other foreigners, we have to differentiate.

While we expect that mortality will be lower the higher the overall share of foreigners,

the effect of immigrants from Turkey and Yugoslavia is not clear. This is mainly due

to their traditional employment status, as most of them (or their ancestors) came

into the country because there was a lack of unskilled workers in the fast growing

economy of the 1960s and 1970s.

4As the Austrian education system differs quite strongly from other countries, we also included in this

”
highest“ level of education the degrees for primary and secondary school teachers and similar educations

which formally do not belong to university degrees in Austria, but would yield a bachelor’s degree according
to international standards.
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• Average net income: On the district level, we include the gross regional product

(GRP) as an explanatory variable.5 Unfortunately, net income is only available

for the second period at the community level (average net income data from tax

authorities from 2004). Thus, in the case of communities, we are not able to include

it in our pooled regression model as we would loose the observations of the first

period.

Table 3: Summary statistics (community level)
Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2 Period 1 Period 2

Gender mortality gap 528.638 384.225 162.067 98.544 -1023.08 -199.938 1814.170 1204.319
Standardized mortality, males 1398.147 954.757 185.770 131.533 501.927 288.993 2875.495 2158.581
Standardized mortality, females 869.508 570.532 137.555 94.030 402.022 71.325 2508.721 1576.902
Net income — 18043.227 — 2060.918 — 6981.000 — 28236.000
Social & familial attachments 0.366 -0.344 0.978 0.893 -1.583 -2.130 3.340 2.439
Foreigners, others 1.398 3.253 1.489 2.368 0.000 0.000 36.131 45.600
Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia 2.459 5.595 2.881 4.666 0.000 0.000 18.919 25.900
Participation rate, share 44.939 49.512 2.566 1.812 29.800 38.000 57.800 63.300
Male participation rate, share 56.746 56.861 2.142 1.508 30.900 31.700 66.300 69.500
Female participation rate, share 34.244 42.546 4.673 3.074 14.500 21.000 51.400 56.100
Participation rate, gender gap 22.502 14.316 5.262 3.165 4.200 -5.000 44.000 40.400
Education, average level 1.676 2.040 0.228 0.239 1.096 1.329 2.516 2.942
Male education, average level 1.862 2.162 0.276 0.249 1.138 1.324 2.947 3.152
Female education, average level 1.518 1.927 0.202 0.239 1.000 1.311 2.210 2.761
Education, gender gap 0.344 0.235 0.093 0.064 -0.037 -0.337 0.743 0.578
Education, heterogeneity 0.526 0.543 0.042 0.032 0.270 0.329 0.640 0.630

Notes: Means and standard deviations are weighted by population. Gender gap variables were calcu-
lated as the difference between the male share and the female share of the variable. Mortality rates
reported are calculated for period one (1969-1984) and two (1988-2004) at the community level and
correspond to all death causes. The remaining values correspond to the population census 1981 (period
1) and 2001 (period 2), respectively.

Summary statistics both of our dependent as well as independent variables are reported in

Table 3. Means and standard deviations are weighted by the community size (population).

Overall, a considerable gender gap in mortality is observable, although there are also a

few communities with a
”
negative“ gender gap, indicating a male mortality advantage. As

expected, the gender mortality gap decreases from period one to two, as male mortality

rates are decreasing more quickly than female mortality rates. Furthermore, we observe a

considerable deterioration in terms of social and familial attachments from period one to

two, as well as an increasing share of foreigners. The increase in the overall participation

rate is (almost only) due to the sharp increase in female participation rates (increasing

5Due to statistical changes this variable is only available until 1986. Therefore we used the value of
the year 1986 as a proxy for the third period at the district level (mortality data from 1988-94), while
we used the corresponding year of the population census for period one (1971) and two (1971). For the
fourth period, we used aggregated (individual) net income data at the community level to calculate a
corresponding GRP index at the district level. Subsequently, we calculated a (relative) index for each
district and each period that is equal to 100 on average. In order to make the values comparable, we
then calculated a consistent index based on the fourth period (where it is equal to 100 on average) and
multiplied the indices of earlier periods by the Austrian average GDP (as a percentage of 2004 GDP).
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from 34.2% to 42.5%). Accordingly, the gender gap in participation rates decreases from

22.5% to 14.3% in period two. In terms of education, we observe an increasing level of

education on average, while female education is increasing more quickly, and thus, the

gender gap in education decreases. Interestingly, the heterogeneity in terms of education

(as a measure of social status) increases (slightly) over time. In total, as the variables

differ considerably between communities, our investigation of socioeconomic determinants

of mortality rates by using aggregated data should give interesting results.

3 Findings

3.1 Overall Mortality

We start our empirical analysis with an analysis of the influence of socioeconomic variables

on overall mortality rates and the corresponding gender gap. As we use these results as

a benchmark for the remaining findings of cause- and gender-specific mortality rates, we

focus on the most important findings for overall mortality. For a more detailed discussion

of the results see Gächter et al. (2010).

Weighted regression results of male and female mortality rates as well as the resulting gen-

der gap are shown in Table 4, including estimation results both at the community (pooled

model) and district level (panel fixed effects). Both for males and females, mortality is

ceteris paribus lower with stronger social and familial attachments, a higher share of for-

eigners and a higher level of education. As indicated by the standardized beta coefficients,

the influence is much higher on male mortality rates as compared to females. These results

are basically confirmed at the district level, where male and female mortality is negatively

influenced by social and familial attachments and foreigners (except for foreigners from

Turkey and Yugoslavia). Interestingly, the negative influence of higher income levels and

education is only confirmed for males, but not for females, confirming once again the

suggestion that male mortality rates are more sensitive to socioeconomic influences than

females, and the (at least partly) negative effect of the change in the socioeconomic status

for women (because of unhealthy life styles and risky behavior due to the equalization of

gender roles). The influence of participation rates seems quite interesting, as increasing

female participation rates are linked to higher mortality rates, both for males and females

(while the male participation rate appears negative, but non-significant). The direction of

this effect is confirmed at the district level, albeit the coefficients for female participation

rates are non-significant. The impact of labor participation is not clear from a theoretical

perspective, as higher participation rates, on the one hand, usually correspond to higher

income and educational levels, but on the other hand might also lead to less time invest-
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Table 4: Empirical Results - Overall Mortality
Dependent variable Gender Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) -1.451*** -1.111** 0.257
(-3.640) (-2.243) (0.619)

-0.326*** -0.103** 0.035

Social & familial attachments -80.864*** 17.095 -107.736*** -45.118* -25.601*** -55.529***
(-20.473) (0.867) (-22.669) (-1.753) (-7.175) (-2.594)
-0.546*** 0.163 -0.399*** -0.178* -0.137*** -0.322***

Foreigners, others -2.354** -27.544*** -9.888*** -10.402* -3.224*** 15.796***
(-1.981) (-5.606) (-7.280) (-1.767) (-2.967) (3.184)
-0.036** -0.448*** -0.084*** -0.070* -0.039*** 0.156***

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia -2.277*** 0.551 -5.202*** 8.816** -2.242*** 11.473***
(-3.526) (0.199) (-6.737) (2.400) (-3.858) (4.316)

-0.067*** 0.019 -0.084*** 0.126** -0.052*** 0.241***

Participation rate, share -0.221 12.147***
(-0.196) (3.340)
-0.005 0.393***

Participation rate, gender gap -0.369 3.000*
(-0.490) (1.706)
-0.015 0.162*

Education, average level -281.022*** 15.094 -287.720*** -241.452** -75.794*** -45.864
(-20.465) (0.170) (-19.521) (-2.393) (-5.954) (-0.485)
-0.577*** 0.043 -0.324*** -0.287** -0.127*** -0.079

Education, gender gap 141.733*** -149.941
(5.014) (-1.507)

0.083*** -0.112

Education, heterogeneity -135.625** 439.324* -296.232*** -21.999 -256.187*** -327.926
(-2.026) (1.847) (-3.714) (-0.083) (-4.243) (-1.353)
-0.035** 0.175* -0.042*** -0.004 -0.052*** -0.079

Period -84.928*** -74.833** -422.539*** -157.262*** -293.921*** -135.347***
(-11.474) (-2.527) (-55.398) (-4.525) (-45.590) (-4.351)
-0.284*** -0.767** -0.775*** -0.665*** -0.777*** -0.841***

Male participation rate, share -1.92 1.78 -1.006 -7.317**
(-1.333) (0.507) (-0.903) (-2.552)
-0.013 0.012 -0.01 -0.075**

Female participation rate, share 1.856*** 3.435 2.396*** 1.59
(2.733) (1.175) (4.547) (0.663)

0.041*** 0.079 0.077*** 0.054

Constant 1168.024*** -16.37 2625.989*** 1903.622*** 1410.374*** 1573.201***
(14.534) (-0.064) (27.113) (5.741) (18.897) (6.024)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.327 0.804 0.707 0.953 0.636 0.932

Notes: The first value reports regression coefficients, t-statistics are reported in parentheses. The third
value corresponds to standardized beta coefficients. *, **, *** denote 10%, 5% and 1% significance lev-
els. Regressions are weighted by community/district size (population). The Pooled Model includes all
observations from both periods (including a dummy variable for period two), while FE corresponds to
a fixed effects model at the district level. The Education (average level) variable corresponds to overall
education (gender mortality gap) and male/female educational level (mortality rates), respectively.
These notes also apply to the following Tables 5-9.
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ments in health. While the conventional explanation proposed that excess male mortality

is caused by greater male labor force participation is also not supported by earlier empirical

studies, our results rather indicate that higher levels in female participation rates increase

male (and female) mortality rates. Overall, the larger beta coefficients in the regressions

of male mortality indicate a stronger sensitivity of male mortality to social and economic

conditions, and the higher goodness-of-fit values also confirm a higher explanatory power

for male mortality rates.

The gender gap in total mortality decreases, as expected, with increasing social and fa-

milial attachments, a higher educational level and a higher share of foreigners (including

both foreigners from Turkey and Yugoslavia as well as others). Moreover, the gender gap

in education shows a significantly positive coefficient, indicating an increasing mortality

gap with higher differences in education between men and women, while the influence of

work participation rates is not significant. According to this result, the growing gender

equality in European societies would actually imply a decrease of the female mortality

advantage. Surprisingly, the influence of education heterogeneity appears negative in our

estimation, which might be due to the considerable positive correlation with the overall

educational level. The time dummy for period two shows a negative coefficient, confirm-

ing the result that the gender gap in mortality decreased over time. Most findings are

confirmed at the district level (applying panel fixed-effects), where we are also able to

show that the gender gap in mortality decreases with increasing income (as measured by

the gross regional product). The negative influence of foreigners is also confirmed, while

social and familial attachments appear non-significant in this estimation. While the sign

of educational heterogeneity is reversed (confirming the impression of non-robust results

concerning this variable), the gender gap in education also appears non-signficant in our

estimation. However, as the gender gap in participation rates is significantly positive, the

results validate the main finding at the community level, namely that increasing gender

equalization (as expressed by decreasing gender gaps in education or participation rates,

respectively) leads to converging mortality rates among genders.

The next section decomposes total mortality into its main causes and examines the sensi-

tivity of gender-specific mortality rates to socioeconomic variables.

3.2 Decomposition by Main Causes of Death

As most of the above observed patterns also apply to the cause-specific estimations of

mortality rates, we will focus on differences of death causes as compared to overall mortal-

ity in this section. Empirical results are reported in Tables 5-7 (gender-specific mortality

of the main causes of death) and Tables 8-9 (behavioral-related causes of death).
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Table 5: Empirical Results - Part 1
Cause of Death Malignant neoplasms Diseases of the Circulatory System
ICD-10-Code C00-C97 I00-I99

Dependent variable Gender Mortality Gap Males Females Gender Mortality Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) -0.203 -0.420*** -0.208** -0.924*** -1.512*** -0.461
(-1.401) (-3.012) (-2.186) (-3.557) (-4.437) (-1.634)
-0.213 -0.321*** -0.234** -0.390*** -0.276*** -0.112

Social & familial attachments -14.518*** -0.375 -25.631*** 5.189 -10.212*** 3.218 -41.975*** 4.295 -49.306*** -41.996** -7.530*** -46.748***
(-9.700) (-0.052) (-18.136) (0.716) (-12.058) (0.657) (-17.433) (0.334) (-17.576) (-2.372) (-3.249) (-3.220)

-0.308*** -0.017 -0.539*** 0.169 -0.337*** 0.154 -0.512*** 0.077 -0.364*** -0.327** -0.069*** -0.484***

Foreigners, others -1.772*** -4.173** -3.022*** -3.490** -0.443* 0.601 -0.452 -21.855*** -4.110*** -18.968*** -1.342* 4.582
(-3.933) (-2.334) (-7.482) (-2.106) (-1.717) (0.530) (-0.623) (-6.827) (-5.127) (-4.683) (-1.902) (1.362)

-0.086*** -0.316** -0.145*** -0.193** -0.033* 0.049 -0.013 -0.668*** -0.069*** -0.251*** -0.028* 0.081

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia -0.262 0.26 -0.358 0.939 0.119 -0.033 0.469 -0.505 -0.920** 4.530* -1.119*** 6.717***
(-1.070) (0.258) (-1.558) (0.909) (0.859) (-0.055) (1.192) (-0.280) (-2.019) (1.793) (-2.964) (3.725)
-0.024 0.042 -0.033 0.111 0.017 -0.006 0.025 -0.033 -0.029** 0.128* -0.045*** 0.252***

Participation rate, share -1.108*** 2.913** 1.03 8.402***
(-2.595) (2.201) (1.498) (3.545)

-0.078*** 0.439** 0.042 0.511***

Participation rate, gender gap -0.378 1.380** -0.153 1.927*
(-1.326) (2.156) (-0.333) (1.682)
-0.05 0.348** -0.012 0.196*

Education, average level -58.958*** 43.727 -51.474*** 99.225*** -3.891 9.345 -94.474*** 40.593 -83.253*** -30.852 -27.784*** -30.241
(-11.331) (1.350) (-11.744) (3.493) (-1.288) (0.432) (-11.286) (0.700) (-9.570) (-0.444) (-3.360) (-0.471)
-0.380*** 0.576 -0.329*** 0.974*** -0.04 0.134 -0.350*** 0.216 -0.187*** -0.073 -0.080*** -0.094

Education, gender gap 36.376*** 56.516 116.253*** 72.577
(3.396) (1.561) (6.747) (1.120)

0.067*** 0.197 0.122*** 0.102

Education, heterogeneity 41.845* 126.143 52.909** 111.539 -14.595 -48.035 -6.112 281.035* -209.089*** 239.764 -245.668*** -107.496
(1.650) (1.457) (2.231) (1.488) (-1.018) (-0.866) (-0.150) (1.813) (-4.441) (1.309) (-6.264) (-0.654)
0.034* 0.235 0.043** 0.151 -0.018 -0.096 -0.003 0.211* -0.059*** 0.078 -0.086*** -0.046

Period 15.525*** -6.496 -26.057*** -31.877*** -32.909*** -13.314* -44.453*** -23.662 -227.811*** -68.918*** -160.616*** -57.188***
(5.535) (-0.603) (-11.488) (-3.258) (-21.505) (-1.871) (-9.852) (-1.226) (-50.600) (-2.883) (-38.354) (-2.710)

0.163*** -0.31 -0.271*** -1.111*** -0.538*** -0.683* -0.268*** -0.456 -0.832*** -0.575*** -0.728*** -0.635***

Male participation rate, share -0.861** 3.853*** 0.031 0.78 1.483* 4.938** 1.384* -0.149
(-2.009) (3.899) (0.116) (1.189) (1.744) (2.045) (1.912) (-0.077)
-0.033** 0.220*** 0.002 0.066 0.020* 0.068** 0.023* -0.003

Female participation rate, share -0.221 0.098 0.112 -0.326 2.009*** 3.634* 1.761*** 1.913
(-1.094) (0.119) (0.893) (-0.594) (5.009) (1.808) (5.145) (1.177)
-0.028 0.019 0.022 -0.091 0.089*** 0.165* 0.097*** 0.115

Constant 219.832*** -179.158* 442.189*** -89.802 218.900*** 186.920*** 337.813*** -311.759* 1009.415*** 377.329* 646.463*** 555.519***
(7.219) (-1.932) (15.352) (-0.962) (12.356) (3.129) (6.895) (-1.878) (17.656) (1.654) (13.335) (3.136)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.046 0.211 0.167 0.632 0.215 0.72 0.184 0.676 0.596 0.911 0.548 0.893
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Table 6: Empirical Results - Part 2
Cause of Death Diseases of the Respiratory System Diseases of the Digestive System
ICD-10-Code J00-J99 K00-K93

Dependent variable Gender Mortality Gap Males Females Gender Mortality Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) -0.182** 0.192* 0.359*** -0.286*** -0.238*** 0.02
(-1.981) (1.682) (5.210) (-3.304) (-2.877) (0.485)
-0.251** 0.145* 0.477*** -0.364*** -0.219*** 0.042

Social & familial attachments -1.066 2.305 0.326 -3.027 1.941*** -4.61 -12.810*** 4.776 -17.258*** 1.246 -4.170*** -2.51
(-1.245) (0.509) (0.356) (-0.511) (3.647) (-1.301) (-15.260) (1.114) (-20.396) (0.289) (-10.791) (-1.186)
-0.037 0.136 0.009 -0.098 0.091*** -0.261 -0.445*** 0.259 -0.524*** 0.049 -0.277*** -0.223

Foreigners, others -0.176 -0.237 -0.248 3.793*** 0.309* 3.920*** -0.675*** -2.583** -1.725*** -2.010** -0.165 0.093
(-0.685) (-0.210) (-0.948) (2.798) (1.908) (4.772) (-2.672) (-2.418) (-7.135) (-2.040) (-1.398) (0.190)
-0.014 -0.024 -0.015 0.208*** 0.033* 0.377*** -0.054*** -0.238** -0.120*** -0.134** -0.025 0.014

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia -0.364*** 0.803 -0.965*** 1.889** -0.487*** 1.579*** -1.127*** -1.264** -1.290*** -0.878 -0.022 0.500*
(-2.600) (1.262) (-6.501) (2.234) (-5.619) (3.588) (-8.211) (-2.100) (-9.386) (-1.428) (-0.348) (1.901)

-0.055*** 0.171 -0.114*** 0.221** -0.099*** 0.324*** -0.170*** -0.248** -0.170*** -0.125 -0.006 0.161*

Participation rate, share -0.06 0.158 0.271 1.607**
(-0.246) (0.189) (1.133) (2.032)
-0.007 0.031 0.031 0.295**

Participation rate, gender gap -0.08 -0.852** -0.344** 1.428***
(-0.489) (-2.107) (-2.148) (3.735)
-0.017 -0.284** -0.074** 0.438***

Education, average level -26.983*** -5.959 -31.332*** -52.835** -8.761*** -17.14 -45.590*** -20.042 -40.202*** -46.286*** -8.196*** -5.808
(-9.067) (-0.291) (-11.056) (-2.274) (-4.615) (-1.094) (-15.622) (-1.036) (-15.320) (-2.741) (-5.945) (-0.621)

-0.286*** -0.104 -0.258*** -0.515** -0.129*** -0.29 -0.482*** -0.321 -0.371*** -0.548*** -0.170*** -0.154

Education, gender gap 13.982** -33.267 45.657*** -46.333**
(2.282) (-1.455) (7.600) (-2.142)
0.042** -0.154 0.137*** -0.197**

Education, heterogeneity -6.852 -59.715 16.069 -119.732* 9.632 -50.702 -28.469** 108.513** -30.282** 39.925 -21.661*** -34.472
(-0.472) (-1.092) (1.048) (-1.953) (1.070) (-1.263) (-2.001) (2.098) (-2.133) (0.896) (-3.312) (-1.439)
-0.009 -0.147 0.017 -0.161* 0.017 -0.12 -0.038** 0.245** -0.035** 0.065 -0.055*** -0.128

Period -7.006*** -10.027 -34.073*** -21.365*** -23.141*** -17.600*** -7.944*** -1.691 -34.494*** -1.503 -17.753*** -5.495*
(-4.367) (-1.473) (-23.233) (-2.670) (-24.070) (-3.417) (-5.050) (-0.263) (-25.401) (-0.259) (-25.424) (-1.787)

-0.121*** -0.633 -0.457*** -0.739*** -0.538*** -1.068*** -0.137*** -0.098 -0.519*** -0.063 -0.584*** -0.523*

Male participation rate, share -0.940*** -3.790*** -0.719*** -3.170*** -0.930*** 1.571*** -0.510*** -0.708**
(-3.395) (-4.689) (-4.326) (-6.677) (-3.627) (2.674) (-4.222) (-2.498)

-0.046*** -0.215*** -0.062*** -0.316*** -0.051*** 0.108*** -0.062*** -0.111**

Female participation rate, share 0.449*** 1.720** 0.482*** 0.833** 0.410*** -1.016** 0.106* -0.246
(3.434) (2.556) (6.128) (2.100) (3.392) (-2.077) (1.852) (-1.039)

0.073*** 0.324** 0.136*** 0.275** 0.075*** -0.232** 0.042* -0.127

Constant 105.836*** 137.228** 221.921*** 416.755*** 104.836*** 243.902*** 136.972*** -35.591 267.270*** 118.207** 111.612*** 121.077***
(6.076) (2.343) (11.916) (5.458) (9.420) (5.640) (8.020) (-0.642) (15.499) (2.130) (13.807) (4.689)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.158 0.528 0.422 0.793 0.374 0.804 0.194 0.574 0.377 0.823 0.338 0.837
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Table 7: Empirical Results - Part 3
Cause of Death Injury and Poisoning Transport Accidents
ICD-10-Code V01-Y89 V01-V99

Dependent variable Gender Mortality Gap Males Females Gender Mortality Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) 0.066 0.171* 0.039 0.140** 0.214*** 0.065***
(0.722) (1.915) (0.816) (2.481) (3.925) (3.271)
0.055 0.100* 0.06 0.189** 0.234*** 0.302***

Social & familial attachments -2.629*** 6.713 -5.884*** 2.644 -2.792*** -2.343 -2.105*** 9.591*** -2.175*** 7.811*** -0.031 -1.736*
(-2.597) (1.474) (-5.978) (0.571) (-6.162) (-0.947) (-3.702) (3.435) (-3.822) (2.758) (-0.134) (-1.695)

-0.066*** 0.236 -0.124*** 0.066 -0.143*** -0.152 -0.092*** 0.551*** -0.086*** 0.364*** -0.004 -0.343*

Foreigners, others -0.127 -0.849 -0.059 1.471 -0.221 1.351** -0.757*** 0.708 -0.990*** 1.339** -0.180*** 0.542**
(-0.416) (-0.748) (-0.209) (1.387) (-1.601) (2.356) (-4.421) (1.017) (-6.089) (2.067) (-2.589) (2.282)
-0.007 -0.051 -0.003 0.062 -0.026 0.149** -0.075*** 0.069 -0.089*** 0.106** -0.050*** 0.182**

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia -0.993*** 0.822 -1.004*** 0.404 0.003 -0.236 -0.411*** 0.663* -0.408*** 0.682* 0.015 -0.068
(-5.999) (1.286) (-6.278) (0.611) (0.042) (-0.768) (-4.416) (1.690) (-4.414) (1.687) (0.394) (-0.533)

-0.108*** 0.105 -0.092*** 0.036 0.001 -0.056 -0.078*** 0.138* -0.070*** 0.115* 0.008 -0.049

Participation rate, share -0.106 1.434* 0.445*** -0.74
(-0.368) (1.707) (2.742) (-1.436)
-0.009 0.171* 0.064*** -0.144

Participation rate, gender gap 0.851*** 1.029** 0.472*** 0.133
(4.411) (2.532) (4.353) (0.536)

0.132*** 0.205** 0.128*** 0.043

Education, average level -36.357*** -40.714** -46.517*** -97.573*** -4.424*** -18.910* -15.291*** -15.281 -15.178*** -20.151* -0.653 -6.254
(-10.328) (-1.981) (-15.239) (-5.369) (-2.737) (-1.730) (-7.734) (-1.212) (-8.601) (-1.815) (-0.801) (-1.381)
-0.276*** -0.424** -0.297*** -0.733*** -0.071*** -0.367* -0.203*** -0.259 -0.181*** -0.283* -0.025 -0.369

Education, gender gap -46.996*** -99.704*** -4.244 -20.358
(-6.486) (-4.340) (-1.043) (-1.445)

-0.102*** -0.275*** -0.016 -0.092

Education, heterogeneity -111.784*** 65.549 -144.855*** -12.861 -31.813*** -19.011 -60.491*** 35.031 -69.703*** 28.966 -10.575*** -2.026
(-6.514) (1.193) (-8.770) (-0.268) (-4.150) (-0.679) (-6.276) (1.040) (-7.299) (0.989) (-2.734) (-0.175)

-0.107*** 0.096 -0.117*** -0.013 -0.062*** -0.052 -0.101*** 0.084 -0.105*** 0.056 -0.050*** -0.017

Period -18.031*** -19.781*** -42.202*** -17.806*** -26.709*** -7.235** -16.509*** -16.957*** -23.410*** -17.937*** -6.427*** -0.361
(-9.503) (-2.892) (-26.716) (-2.845) (-32.626) (-2.013) (-15.490) (-4.044) (-25.634) (-4.690) (-15.559) (-0.242)

-0.223*** -0.746*** -0.440*** -0.475*** -0.675*** -0.504** -0.357*** -1.044*** -0.456*** -0.895*** -0.390*** -0.076

Male participation rate, share 0.530* 2.031*** -0.344** -0.04 0.678*** -0.584 -0.035 -0.421***
(1.777) (3.213) (-2.431) (-0.122) (3.928) (-1.513) (-0.486) (-3.068)
0.020* 0.089*** -0.032** -0.005 0.049*** -0.048 -0.008 -0.146***

Female participation rate, share -0.830*** -0.771 0.013 -0.345 -0.274*** -0.951*** -0.024 -0.498***
(-5.899) (-1.466) (0.199) (-1.246) (-3.373) (-2.957) (-0.716) (-4.344)

-0.105*** -0.112 0.004 -0.131 -0.065*** -0.258*** -0.018 -0.573***

Constant 232.356*** 96.876 353.772*** 249.147*** 126.928*** 110.829*** 88.396*** 102.934*** 117.286*** 153.691*** 30.156*** 58.351***
(11.278) (1.646) (17.637) (4.172) (13.393) (3.673) (7.639) (2.852) (10.114) (4.212) (6.306) (4.668)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.394 0.819 0.595 0.924 0.463 0.883 0.418 0.85 0.527 0.898 0.212 0.776
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A higher income reduces male mortality in malignant neoplasms, diseases of the circulatory

system and the digestive system, while it appears to be positively significant for diseases

of the respiratory system. The same variable appears insignificant for female mortality

in the case of diseases of the circulatory system and the digestive system, while it also

appears positively significant for diseases of the respiratory system (with a much larger

impact than for males). This might indicate that a higher income (and thus, higher labor

participation rates and education) lead to smoking behavior among women, and thus,

to higher mortality rates in these death causes. Interestingly, the income variable does

not appear significant for deaths due to injury and poisoning for females, while it appears

(weakly) positively significant for males. At first glance, it seems that higher income levels

have an overall decreasing impact on mortality, while it affects mortality caused by diseases

of the respiratory system positively (where the effect is much stronger for females). For

men, higher income levels also seem to be linked with higher mortality rates due to injury

and poisoning, while this is not the case for females. While the observed influences of

social and familial attachments on overall mortality hold in most of the cases (although it

is sometimes insignificant at the district level which is likely due to the heterogeneity at

this regional level), we find mixed results for the impact of education heterogeneity. As

indicated by the negative values of the variable
”
Period“, mortality rates decrease over

time, for both genders and all observed main death causes.

The negative influence of higher educational levels is basically confirmed for most death

causes (except for malignant neoplasms), while the influence is stronger for men than

for women. The above mentioned increasing effect of female work participation rates in

the labor market is mostly due to higher mortality rates in diseases of the circulatory

and respiratory system. Remarkably, these causes of death are widely known as diseases

of affluence, where people with higher socioeconomic status typically have jobs with less

physical activities (office etc.), leading to a higher blood cholesterol level and other related

diseases. With respect to gender-specific participation rates, the pattern observed in the

case of diseases of the respiratory system seems highly interesting. At both geographi-

cal levels, male participation rates have a decreasing effect on mortality rates for both

genders, while female participation rates exercise an influence in the reversed direction.

As mentioned above, these effects might be the result of unhealthy life styles adapted by

women in the labor force, and also due to decreasing time investment in health due to

time restrictions.

Similarly, we observe some interesting patterns for the resulting cause-specific gender

mortality gaps. Not surprisingly, in most of the cases the gender mortality gap is negatively

associated with higher income levels, a higher level of social and familial attachments

(albeit not always significant), higher educational levels (sometimes insignificant at the
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district levels due to heterogeneity) and a higher share of immigrants. The decreasing

effect of converging gender roles (as indicated by positive coefficients for the gender gaps in

education and the participation rate) is confirmed for malignant neoplasms and diseases of

the circulatory system (which constitute more than 70% of all death incidences), while the

results are rather mixed for diseases of the respiratory and digestive system. Interestingly,

this effect is reversed for deaths due to injury and poisoning in the case of the gender gap

in education, where a higher gender gap reduces the gender mortality gap. Thus, in this

death cause, the converging gender roles (as measured by education) are likely to increase

the female mortality advantage. However, in the case of labor participation rates, this

effect is not confirmed, as a higher gender gap in labor force participation - once again

- increases the gender mortality gap. The interesting pattern in deaths due to injury

and poisoning might indicate some further socioeconomic influences on behavioral-related

death causes, which are examined in the following section.

3.3 Decomposition by selected behavioral-related Causes of Death

Based on the analyses of the influence of various socioeconomic determinants on gender-

specific (overall) mortality and the corresponding gender gap for main death causes, we

want to focus on the question whether these patterns are also observable in behavioral-

related death causes. The influence of a higher income on cause-specific mortality rates

seems particularly interesting. Concerning male mortality, higher income lowers mortality

for men in the case of ischaemic heart disease, lung cancer and smoking-related diseases.

While it is not significant for alcohol-related diseases, a higher income increases mortality

due to transport accidents both for males and females. Contrary to males, female mortality

does not significantly decrease with increasing income levels in the case of smoking-related

and alcohol-related diseases. The same applies to mortality due to ischaemic heart disease

and lung cancer. Moreover, increasing income levels lead to an increasing gender mortality

gap for transport accidents, as the increasing effect is stronger for males than for females.

On the contrary, higher educational levels do not decrease female mortality in this death

cause. In the case of lung cancer, the educational level even exercises a positive effect

on female mortality (at the community level). In most of the remaining cases, a higher

educational level lowers mortality for the observed death causes (or appears insignificant

in our estimations).
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Table 8: Empirical Results - Part 4
Cause of Death Ischaemic Heart Disease Lung Cancer
ICD-10-Code I20-I25 C33-C34

Dependent variable Gender Mortality Gap Males Females Gender Mortality Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) -0.633*** -0.689*** 0.041 -0.173** -0.200*** 0.005
(-4.321) (-3.637) (0.308) (-2.582) (-3.178) (0.272)

-0.450*** -0.317*** 0.036 -0.308** -0.371*** 0.021

Social & familial attachments -19.087*** -16.539** -28.319*** -8.508 -10.887*** 3.501 -7.804*** 0.11 -11.908*** 3.417 -3.584*** 2.361**
(-14.244) (-2.284) (-17.370) (-0.864) (-9.725) (0.511) (-12.225) (0.033) (-18.877) (1.047) (-18.909) (2.495)
-0.422*** -0.501** -0.478*** -0.167 -0.283*** 0.13 -0.361*** 0.008 -0.565*** 0.271 -0.472*** 0.429**

Foreigners, others 0.389 -11.282*** -2.173*** -7.419*** -1.592*** 5.162*** -0.781*** -2.123** -0.829*** -2.427*** 0.139** 0.144
(0.964) (-6.251) (-4.665) (-3.292) (-4.669) (3.253) (-4.066) (-2.567) (-4.598) (-3.252) (2.407) (0.658)
0.02 -0.581*** -0.084*** -0.247*** -0.094*** 0.325*** -0.082*** -0.273** -0.090*** -0.327*** 0.042** 0.045

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia 1.100*** -1.67 1.619*** -1.716 0.436** -0.864 0.260** 0.57 0.319*** 0.752 0.145*** 0.374***
(5.019) (-1.642) (6.112) (-1.221) (2.389) (-1.016) (2.491) (1.223) (3.117) (1.616) (4.704) (3.185)

0.106*** -0.183 0.119*** -0.122 0.049** -0.116 0.052** 0.156 0.066*** 0.216 0.083*** 0.246***

Participation rate, share 0.206 2.128 -0.968*** 1.570**
(0.539) (1.593) (-5.315) (2.564)
0.015 0.218 -0.148*** 0.402**

Participation rate, gender gap 0.104 1.564** 0.027 0.915***
(0.409) (2.421) (0.222) (3.091)
0.014 0.268** 0.008 0.391***

Education, average level -28.280*** 0.958 -16.026*** 52.696 -10.197** -35.948 -24.829*** 11.37 -20.722*** 15.82 2.051*** -0.588
(-6.070) (0.029) (-3.170) (1.364) (-2.553) (-1.188) (-11.187) (0.759) (-10.592) (1.237) (3.033) (-0.140)

-0.190*** 0.009 -0.082*** 0.312 -0.083** -0.397 -0.349*** 0.254 -0.298*** 0.378 0.084*** -0.032

Education, gender gap 39.210*** 61.029* 6.147 33.783**
(4.089) (1.670) (1.346) (2.017)

0.075*** 0.145* 0.025 0.200**

Education, heterogeneity 26.261 12.972 -4.233 354.110*** -30.804 233.292*** 7.645 79.241** 7.452 110.667*** -9.419*** -0.492
(1.156) (0.148) (-0.155) (3.474) (-1.626) (3.010) (0.707) (1.978) (0.704) (3.278) (-2.937) (-0.046)
0.022 0.016 -0.003 0.290*** -0.031 0.361*** 0.014 0.250** 0.014 0.366*** -0.048*** -0.004

Period -27.076*** 17.495 -72.962*** -22.869* -36.532*** -18.194* -6.767*** -7.563 -7.045*** -9.568** 2.047*** -0.209
(-10.782) (1.609) (-27.885) (-1.719) (-18.062) (-1.829) (-5.657) (-1.517) (-6.959) (-2.172) (5.978) (-0.152)
-0.296*** 0.568 -0.610*** -0.480* -0.470*** -0.722* -0.155*** -0.613 -0.165*** -0.813** 0.133*** -0.041

Male participation rate, share 0.974** 0.952 0.647* -1.362 -0.17 1.812*** 0.239*** 0.202
(1.971) (0.709) (1.851) (-1.485) (-0.889) (4.071) (4.033) (1.597)
0.030** 0.033 0.031* -0.089 -0.015 0.252*** 0.057*** 0.065

Female participation rate, share 0.576** 0.817 0.718*** 0.817 -0.653*** 0.152 -0.100*** 0.221**
(2.474) (0.730) (4.340) (1.065) (-7.239) (0.411) (-3.570) (2.081)
0.058** 0.093 0.112*** 0.176 -0.186*** 0.07 -0.079*** 0.233**

Constant 158.836*** -13.786 287.978*** -10.888 141.528*** 136.269 150.149*** -73.172* 149.095*** -87.290** -0.315 -7.229
(5.825) (-0.147) (8.667) (-0.086) (6.044) (1.631) (11.559) (-1.706) (11.597) (-2.076) (-0.080) (-0.626)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.17 0.658 0.284 0.72 0.152 0.561 0.176 0.679 0.155 0.534 0.375 0.687
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Table 9: Empirical Results - Part 5
Cause of Death Alcohol-related Diseases Smoking-related Diseases
ICD-10-Code see Tables 1/2 see Tables 1/2

Dependent variable Gender Mortality Gap Males Females Gender Mortality Gap Males Females
Regional Level Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District Community District
Method Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE Pooled FE

Income (gross regional product) -0.195 -0.174 -0.021 -1.109*** -1.487*** -0.126
(-1.507) (-1.369) (-0.373) (-4.854) (-4.807) (-0.565)
-0.119 -0.082 -0.029 -0.486*** -0.353*** -0.049

Social & familial attachments -11.997*** 6.842 -19.477*** 2.145 -6.717*** -3.341 -40.979*** -6.765 -49.544*** -12.591 -8.753*** -11.518
(-9.051) (1.067) (-14.470) (0.325) (-12.991) (-1.162) (-19.181) (-0.599) (-19.578) (-0.783) (-4.878) (-1.005)

-0.231*** 0.178 -0.325*** 0.043 -0.311*** -0.199 -0.546*** -0.126 -0.450*** -0.127 -0.118*** -0.19

Foreigners, others -0.875** -0.795 -1.441*** 1.167 -0.071 1.313** -1.877*** -16.224*** -6.143*** -13.972*** -2.100*** 5.939**
(-2.192) (-0.498) (-3.747) (0.774) (-0.453) (1.970) (-2.920) (-5.762) (-8.495) (-3.799) (-3.843) (2.235)
-0.038** -0.035 -0.055*** 0.04 -0.008 0.133** -0.057*** -0.515*** -0.127*** -0.240*** -0.064*** 0.167**

Foreigners, Turkey & Yugoslavia -1.752*** 0.272 -1.790*** 0.068 0.103 0.056 0.581* -0.782 0.625 1.058 0.285 3.019**
(-8.084) (0.303) (-8.186) (0.072) (1.221) (0.158) (1.663) (-0.493) (1.521) (0.461) (0.975) (2.121)

-0.147*** 0.026 -0.130*** 0.005 0.021 0.012 0.034* -0.053 0.025 0.039 0.017 0.181**

Participation rate, share -0.39 2.555** -1.080* 7.697***
(-1.031) (2.161) (-1.772) (3.692)
-0.025 0.225** -0.048* 0.487***

Participation rate, gender gap 0.378 2.341*** 0.107 2.598**
(1.495) (4.094) (0.262) (2.578)
0.045 0.345*** 0.009 0.274**

Education, average level -80.298*** -76.431*** -82.769*** -131.745*** -8.794*** -20.623 -105.820*** -6.056 -88.650*** -42.366 -20.690*** -82.314
(-17.425) (-2.642) (-19.827) (-5.095) (-4.767) (-1.622) (-14.247) (-0.119) (-11.296) (-0.672) (-3.232) (-1.624)
-0.470*** -0.588*** -0.419*** -0.802*** -0.127*** -0.366 -0.429*** -0.033 -0.244*** -0.129 -0.087*** -0.406

Education, gender gap -5.826 -106.595*** 99.324*** 119.325**
(-0.614) (-3.296) (6.497) (2.093)
-0.01 -0.218*** 0.114*** 0.175**

Education, heterogeneity -139.939*** 67.505 -170.284*** -19.922 -46.954*** -40.773 61.818* 294.440** -46.707 543.297*** -147.691*** 36.202
(-6.229) (0.873) (-7.538) (-0.292) (-5.366) (-1.252) (1.707) (2.160) (-1.100) (3.266) (-4.864) (0.279)

-0.103*** 0.073 -0.109*** -0.017 -0.083*** -0.101 0.032* 0.230** -0.016 0.230*** -0.076*** 0.025

Period -15.317*** -10.779 -50.866*** -7.115 -30.131*** -5.081 -34.022*** -6.496 -152.782*** -57.239*** -96.792*** -38.491**
(-6.166) (-1.120) (-23.546) (-0.799) (-32.250) (-1.216) (-8.498) (-0.383) (-37.619) (-2.637) (-29.852) (-2.310)

-0.146*** -0.301 -0.420*** -0.154 -0.690*** -0.324 -0.224*** -0.13 -0.687*** -0.621*** -0.643*** -0.681**

Male participation rate, share -0.695* 3.976*** -0.739*** 0.239 -0.862 5.053** -0.289 -0.05
(-1.704) (4.421) (-4.574) (0.620) (-1.124) (2.304) (-0.515) (-0.032)
-0.021* 0.141*** -0.062*** 0.025 -0.014 0.090** -0.007 -0.001

Female participation rate, share -0.607*** -1.837** 0.067 -0.640** -0.294 3.344* 0.753*** 1.943
(-3.154) (-2.453) (0.879) (-1.986) (-0.813) (1.832) (2.843) (1.514)

-0.061*** -0.216** 0.019 -0.222** -0.016 0.197* 0.061*** 0.187

Constant 383.237*** 123.747 577.694*** 304.412*** 181.428*** 132.184*** 462.867*** -218.252 982.092*** 159.341 503.592*** 385.202***
(14.210) (1.494) (21.059) (3.583) (16.774) (3.767) (10.648) (-1.495) (19.043) (0.769) (13.416) (2.754)

N 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449 4739 449
R2 0.384 0.778 0.525 0.891 0.426 0.864 0.233 0.757 0.502 0.872 0.41 0.828
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While the explanation of all results would clearly go beyond the scope of this paper,

some observed influences on the gender gap in mortality nevertheless seem interesting.

Particularly the role of gender equalization in society exhibit different results across causes

of death. While a higher gender gap in education leads to higher gender mortality gaps in

the case of ischaemic heart disease, lung cancer and smoking-related diseases, the opposite

is true for alcohol-related diseases, and to a less extent, for transport accidents (where

the coefficient also appears negative, but non-significant). Thus, our results suggest that

the decreasing female mortality advantage is mainly caused by increased smoking among

women, while in the case of alcohol, violence and accidents the gender equalization seems

to work in the different direction. According to these death causes, the gender mortality

gap would be even wider if the gender roles in society converge. This impression is also

confirmed by the variable
”
Period“ for female mortality in lung cancer, where female

mortality increases over time (as opposed to all other death causes, both for men and

women).

In the case of the gender gap in labor participation rates, the picture seems more consistent.

In all cases (albeit not always significant) a higher gender gap in labor participation rates

leads to a higher female mortality advantage. Thus, with equalizing gender roles - at

least in the labor market - mortality rates of males and females seem to converge. While

the decreasing influence of immigrants on overall mortality was quite consistent in our

estimations about overall mortality rates, the results are rather mixed when distinguishing

different death causes (particularly in the case of immigrants from Turkey and Yugoslavia).

4 Discussion & Conclusion

This study investigated the socioeconomic determinants of cause- and gender-specific mor-

tality rates and the corresponding gender mortality gap in an explorative manner. Earlier

research on this topic showed that the socioeconomic mortality gradient might vary by

causes of death (Koskinen and Martelin 1994, Mackenbach et al. 1999). Thus, the differ-

ences in the sensitivity of mortality rates by gender might be restrained to specific death

causes, leading to an overall higher male mortality sensitivity to socioeconomic factors.

While studies on cause-specific mortality rates are rare in general (using cross-sectional

country data), our study investigates the socioeconomic determinants of mortality by ex-

plicitly decomposing mortality by gender and causes of death using regional data.

Our estimations indicate that higher income levels reduce male mortality in most of the

cases (including malignant neoplasms, diseases of the circulatory system, diseases of the

digestive system etc.), while it appears insignificant for female mortality in those cases.

This might indicate that a higher income (and thus, higher labor participation rates and
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education) also leads to unhealthy life styles among women (particularly smoking). Thus,

the decreasing effect of the higher socioeconomic status might be canceled out by the

”
gender role equalization“ effect in these cases. The decreasing effect of converging gender

roles on the female mortality advantage is confirmed for most of the main causes of death,

while the effect is reversed for deaths due to injury and poisoning (similarly to alcohol-

related diseases) in the case of the gender gap in education, where a higher gender gap

reduces the gender mortality gap. Thus, in these death causes, the converging gender roles

are likely to increase the female mortality advantage.

Moreover, we distinguished further by investigating mortality rates for behavioral-related

causes of death. Interestingly, a higher income increases mortality due to transport ac-

cidents both for males and females, while the increasing effect is stronger for males (and

thus, a higher income level increases the gender mortality gap in transport accidents).

Remarkably, contrary to male mortality, female mortality does not decrease with increas-

ing income levels in the case of smoking-related diseases, ischaemic heart disease and lung

cancer. Similarly, while a higher gender gap in education leads to higher gender mortality

gaps in the case of ischaemic heart disease, lung cancer and smoking-related diseases, the

opposite is true for alcohol-related diseases, and to a less extent, for transport accidents.

Thus, our results suggest that the decreasing female mortality advantage due to converg-

ing gender roles is mainly a result of increased smoking among women, while in the case

of alcohol, violence and accidents the gender equalization seems to work in the different

direction. According to these death causes, the gender mortality gap would be even wider

if the gender roles in society converge.

Although we are well aware of the limitations of this study due to regional heterogeneity,

the borderline problem of aggregated data which possibly feature an
”
ecological bias“

problem, and the possible existence of spatial autocorrelation (as explained in detail in

the introduction), we nevertheless aimed to offer an explorative study to examine the

linkages between socioeconomic factors and cause-specific mortality rates at a local and

regional level, respectively. The considerable variation across regions in terms of mortality

as well as socioeconomic factors allows to give some insights in this underexplored topic

in the literature. In particular, the two-level approach by considering data both at the

local community as well as the district level takes to some extent account of the ecological

bias problem, where the level of inference and the level of analysis are disconnected. In

a nutshell, we have to conclude that the examination of the gender mortality gap as well

as gender-specific mortality rates without distinguishing between different causes of death

might mask important patterns in the underlying factors. It is up to future research to

broaden this insights in several respects: f. e. by the use of SMR-data for different age

cohorts, by using simultaneous multi-level approaches, or by accounting for the relationship
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between different causes of death using epidemiological knowledge.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the gender mortality gap, overall mortality (community level for
period two). Values are weighted by community size (population).
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Figure 2: Distribution of the gender mortality gaps, cause-specific mortality (community
level for period two). The distributions correspond to the main causes of death, namely
Malignant neoplasms (1), Diseases of the Circulatory System (2), Diseases of the Res-

piratory System (3), Diseases of the Digestive System (4), Other Death Causes (5) and
Injuries and Poisoning (6). Values are weighted by community size (population).
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Table 10: Principal Component Factor - Social Attachments: Factor loadings

Variable Factor Uniqueness

Average household size -0.9338 0.1280
One-person households, share 0.9614 0.0757
Couple with children -0.9751 0.0491
Couple without children, woman 40+ 0.8088 0.3459
Single with children 0.7127 0.4920
Average number of children per family -0.3865 0.8506
Birth per woman, age-standardized -0.8954 0.1983
Share of divorced women 0.9327 0.1301
Share of female singles, age 40-59 0.7460 0.4435

Notes: The eigenvalue of the factor amounts to 6.29, explaining approximately 70% of the variance in
the variables.
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